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If playing in a face-to-face setting, then it might 

be best to use pens to mark off faces, rather 

than using lots of small physical objects which 

will need cleaning after use. Maintain social 

distancing as required. A hand hygiene break 

before and after sharing equipment is required.

KEEPING EVERYONE
SAFE

• Guess Who Activity Sheet 

• Counters / Coins

• Pens

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

Guess Who is a classic game centred around asking important 
questions to find the matching figure. 

BeforBefore each round, a leader should secretly select one of the 
figures. The aim of the game is for the group to work out which 
figure it is. Children should ask yes or no questions such as ‘are 
they male?’, ‘are they wearing glasses?’, ‘do they have brown hair?’.  
After 4 questions between the group, each child should share who 
they think the selected person is. Give a point to every child who 
guesses correctly. Play another round, making sure that children 
whwho have not asked a question have a turn. 

After a couple of rounds, let the children take it in turns to select 
the figure and answer questions. Make the game more difficult, by 
reducing the number of questions before everyone has to guess.

Virtual Session: Each child should be physically sent, or emailed to 
print, a copy of the activity sheet. Ask each child to have 30 coins / 
counters / sweets with them to help cover up any figures who they 
know aren’t who they are looking for. The activity sheet could also 
be shared via screenshare too. 

GETTING INTO THE ACTIVITY

GET ACTIVE

10 MINUTES

PREPARATION
NEEDED

FACE-TO-FACE

VIRTUAL

GUESS WHO?
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GUESS WHO?


